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An Italian Musical Journey 

around the Peace of the Pyrenees 

Chiara PELLICCIA 

Before Leaving 

The treaty known as Peace of the Pyrenees, signed between France and Spain in 1659, was one 

of the most celebrated peace treaties on the Italian peninsula. The reason for that may be easy 

enough to understand, remembering that the Italian territory was fragmented into many differ-

ent states more or less directly subject to the influence of one of the two most powerful Euro-

pean monarchies: the French and the Spanish. The celebratory dimension arose in Italy around 

the treaty as a reflection of historical events in the cultural life, nourished itself in the multime-

dia nature of the general so-called »culture of the feast« in which visual arts and music had 

great importance as vehicles of communication. Observing Italian vocal music in the 17th cen-

tury, for example, my research put into evidence a significant increase of use of literary figures 

linked to the peace idea, not only referring to the treaty itself, but also to the immediately pre-

ceding and following years. The performative value of those kinds of communication, in which 

both the performing and the spectating instances co-participate to the building up of the mes-

sage, is undeniable. Scholars have recently spoken of »performative culture« referring in a more 

general sense to the dynamics of the ceremonial and representative dimension of Baroque cul-

ture and life1: a really useful definition, I think, to better understand the cultural background 

also referring to the specific phenomenon of the representation of the peace in music. Starting 

from those general respects, I propose a sort of Italian musical journey around the Peace of the 

Pyrenees (about 1655–1670) in order to underline figures, functions, and meanings of those 

representations in music and their cultural diffusion related both to local and European reso-

nance events. 

                                                 
1 See in particular: Peter BURKE, Varieties of Performance in the Seventeenth-century Italy, in: Peter GILLGREN / 
Mårten SNICKARE (ed.), Performativity and Performance in the Baroque Rome, Farnham 2012, p. 15–24. For a 
definition of »performative culture« see also Part I. A Performative Society, of the volume, p. 13–83.  

According to the RISM-sigla system, the following Library Sigla are used in this article: I-Rc: Rome, Casanatense 
Library; I-Rig: Rome, German Historical Institute Music Library; I-Rn: Rome, Central National Library Vittorio 
Emanuele II; US-MAL: Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum and Getty Research Institute Library; I-Vn: Venice, Mar-
ciana National Library; V-CVbav, Vatican City, Apostolic Vatican Library. 
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On Leaving  

On 7th November 1659, the Peace of the Pyrenees was signed between France and Spain. The 

treaty arrived after 24 years of war and diplomacy. The last act of negotiations, carried out at 

St. Jean de Luz in the region of the Pyrenees and »played« by Giulio Mazarino and Luis de 

Haro, had an exceptional witness in the person of the Italian singer and diplomat Atto Melani. 

The negotiation regarded the wedding between the king of France, Luis XIV, and Maria Teresa 

of Hapsburg, the Infanta of Spain, which was officially celebrated in May of 1660 and sealed 

the peace treaty2. As is well known, the Parisian court celebrated the royal wedding with great 

pomp and magnificence. Italian operas were staged and among them the Xerxe by Nicolò Min-

ato and Francesco Cavalli, already performed in Venice in 1654, was re-staged with the addition 

of newly composed dance music by Jean-Baptiste Lully and completed by a celebratory pro-

logue for the signing of the peace treaty. Competing with the French-Spanish feasts, Italian 

states promoted peace festivals to celebrate both the treaty and the following wedding. And 

thanks to literary, musical and archival documents that testify to the sumptuousness and wide-

spread nature of festivities all over the Italian peninsula, the treaty of the Pyrenees may be 

considered one of the most celebrated treaties of peace in Italy.  

In Venice, there may be found echoes of the historical and consequently peaceful events, in 

opera prologues. As the ideal space in which to express a political message, the opera prologues 

generally showed few links with the argument of the following opera and very often were per-

formed by allegorical characters3. A significant example is the prologue of Antigona delusa da 

Alceste by Aurelio Aureli, staged in the Teatro di San Giovanni e Paolo in the Carnival season 

of 1660 (dedication dated on 15th January 1660) with music by Pietro Andrea Ziani4. Consid-

ering its characters and the few connections with the opera plot, this prologue is typical of the 

age. Moreover, it is really interesting with respect to the relationship between peace and music. 

It is set in the Reggia della Musica and five allegorical characters – Pace, Apollo, Musica, 

Poesia, Allegrezza – sing of the newly regained peacetime. Pace, with a clear reference to the 

two principal monarchies that had just signed the peace treaty, arrives flying from Spanish and 

French skies, bringing an olive tree and singing the defeat of the war fury:  

Pace: Hor che di sangue humano ebro il furore 

In grembo a dolce oblio sepolto giace 

[…] Sotto il Gallico ciel dal Regno Hispano 

                                                 
2 Literature about the Peace of the Pyrenees is very abundant. Among sources from the Modern age: Galeazzo 
GUALDO PRIORATO, Il trattato della pace concluso fra le due corone nell’anno 1659, con quanto ha avuto connes-
sione con la medesima, Bremen 1663 (VD17 547:654264K). In 1669 a new edition in two parts was printed in 
Cologne, probably following the new treaty of Aachen signed in 1668 to close unresolved issues between France 
and Spain regarding Flanders. Regarding testimony by Melani, see: Alexandre COJANNOT, Viaggio del cardinale 
Mazzarini a St. Jean de Luz l’anno 1659. Un journal de négociations de la paix des Pyrérées par Atto Melani, 
Brussels 2010. 
3 Regarding Venetian prologues: Robin A. MILLER, The Prologue in the Seventeenth-Century Venetian Operatic 
Libretto: Its Dramatic Purpose and the Function of Its Characters, Ph.D. diss., Denton, University of North Texas, 
1998. 
4 [Aurelio AURELI], L'Antigona delusa da Alceste: drama per musica. Recitato nel Teatro à SS. Gio. e Paolo l'anno 
1660 [Music by Pietro Andrea Ziani], Venice 1660. Specimen: I-Rig, Rar.Libr.Ven.79. 
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Passai fastosa, hor qui raccolte ho l’ali, 

E mentre porto a voi gl’ulivi in mano 

Preparatemi al crin fregi immortali […] 

As a living embodiment of the idea of peace, Pace is the first character on stage, entering as a 

winged goddess with its typical attribute, the olive tree, in hand. One by one the other allegorical 

characters pay homage to Pace, describing at the same time other attributes and qualities of 

peace: Apollo with its cithara »engenders« harmony with voices (»Questa cetra, che soave, 

rende al canto il suon concorde«) and invites Pindo to put the laurel of honour on Pace’s head 

(»Pindo lauri al tuo crin germoglierà«). Poesia glorifies Peace with its poetry reciting – in effect 

singing on the scene – eternal poems and portraying Peace who ties Mars’ right arm (»Lega pur 

la furibonda destra irata al Dio dell’armi«). Musica, of course, provides the musical dress for 

all poems composed by Poesia, doubling the harmony brought by Peace with musical harmony. 

Allegrezza (literally Joyfulness) represents – and sings – the rejoicing of the new peacetime. In 

the ending section of the prologue the same four characters call again Pace as the desired deity 

(»dea bramata«) and the hope for peace finally replaces the war turning away hate and fury5. 

Fig.1: Engraved title page of the libretto from Antigona delusa da Alceste (Venice, 1660), I-Rig, 
Rar.Libr.Ven.79 

                                                 
5 Id., p. 17–18. 
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The printed libretto of Antigona shows an engraved title page. It represents Cupid trampling 

Maldicenza (literally Slander), a figure with lighted torches, who in turn crushes an old man in 

armour lying on the ground at whose head a snake is approaching. The meaning of such an 

allegorical scene is in the role of love in defeating war and hate, linking itself to the opera plot. 

Suggestively, in addition, an olive branch is represented as a symbol of Peace on the right side 

of the page, linking it to the prologue.  

A complete score of Antigona delusa da Alceste survived with its prologue in a manuscript 

volume at the Venetian Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana6. Following an instrumental Sinfonia, 

the Prologo text shows some remarkable differences from the one in the printed 1660 libretto 

in the score. Apollo is replaced by Tempo, embodied by a Bass voice in the score. The subse-

quent replacement of portions of text enriches without distorting the overall meaning of the 

prologue itself. Pace, embodied by a Soprano voice, is at the same time the first character in 

scene and in its words describes another typical figure of the representation of Peace: the ancient 

Roman deity Janus, portrayed just after the closure of the doors of its own temple7. However, 

the important reference to France and Spain disappears from dialogue in favour of verses di-

rectly referring to the Venetian Serenissima Repubblica.  

 Pace: Hor che di sangue humano ebro il furore 

 In grembo a dolce oblio sepolto giace 

 […] Chiuse ha Giano le porte e al fier gradino 

 Stanche posano in sen l’Iri lethali 

 Hor ch’Adria gode il mio bramato Ulivo 

 Preparatemi al crin fregi immortali. […]8.  

Pace calls to the other four characters of the prologue, declaring that Janus has closed its doors 

as a sign of peace (»chiuse ha Giano le porte«) and »Adria«, that is the Adriatic Sea as a symbol 

of Venice and the Venetian maritime power finally enjoys the desired peace (»gode il mio 

bramato Ulivo«). 

According to the score, Tempo is the fifth character on stage to sing in the prologue. Its 

words refer again precisely to the Venetian location of the opera and its particular prologue. 

Tempo (time) claims that until now it has given hours and moments to be able to stay singing 

on the Venetian theatrical scene only for the pleasure of the people, adding that now it wants to 

give time also so that the gestures of peace could be celebrated: 

 Tempo: Io ch’a bell’union d’alme canore 

 Prestai su Adriaca scena ore, e momenti 

 Solo per dilettar Veneti eroi 

 Farò ch’ivi risuoni in dolci accenti 

 Alto applauso immortal ai gesti tuoi9. 

                                                 
6 Antigona, I-Vnm, Contarini, It.IV,389(=9913). See, in particular, the prologue at cc. 2–8v. 
7 According to Classic literature, Janus was a deity linked to war and peace. Its temple was open in time of war 
and closed during the reign of peace. Regarding this topos, see: Sabine EHRMANN-HERFORT, Einleitung: Friedens-
repräsentationen in der Frühen Neuzeit – multimedial und interdisziplinär, Die Tonkunst, 13-1 (2019), p. 3–10. 
8 I quote verses from the score, I-Vnm, Contarini, It.IV, 389 (=9913), cc. 2r–3r. 
9 Quotation from the score: I-Vnm, Contarini, It.IV, 389 (=9913), c. 6r. 
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Echoing these words, Musica, Poesia and Allegrezza sing together reminding humanity that 

tempus fugit: the old figure of Tempo is winged and hours fly away. This kind of figure, which 

communicates a message related to Vanitas, seems to be particularly interesting on the liberal 

Venetian theatrical stages, finding, in contrast, frequent representation which are also in con-

nection with the representation of Peace in other cultural contexts10.  

Fig. 2: The incipit page of the prologo from Antigona delusa da Alceste,  
I-Vnm, Contarini, It. IV, 389 (=9913), c. 2r 

Another libretto of Antigona renewed (»rinnovato«) for the same Venetian scene was printed 

in 1670 for a new performance (the last known in those years), whose prologue text finally 

corresponds with the text in the aforementioned score11. Effectively, beyond the Venetian set-

tings, during the years between 1660 and 1670, Antigona delusa da Alceste, was performed also 

in Bologna (1661), Milan (1662) and Naples (1669). For each staging the libretto was printed, 

significantly with the same prologue about peace as that in the first Venetian libretto. The Ne-

apolitan libretto shows a double indication of place »In Milano e Napoli«, citing two of the 

most important Italian cities under Spanish domination. Beyond the Antigona prologue of 1662, 

few traces of pro-Spanish festivals for the renewed peace survive in Milan. However, in 1660 

Antonio Maria Molus composed a celebratory Latin panegyric containing, in particular, an 

                                                 
10 For an overview on Vanitas in music, see Silke LEOPOLD, »Il tempo tutto frange«. Die Vanitas-Idee in der 
Musikgeschichte, in: Sabine EHRMANN-HERFORT (ed.), Salvatore Sciarrino Vanitas. Kulturgeschichtliche Hinter-
gründe, Kontexte, Traditionen, Hofheim 2018, p. 13–44; for other examples related to the peace idea, see infra.  
11 [Aurelio AURELI], Antigona Delusa da Alceste. Drama per musica di Aurelio Aureli. Dedicato all’Eccellenza 
di Antonio Teodoro Trivultio [...] Rinovato per la recita nel teatro Vendramino, in: S. SALVATORE, L’anno 1670, 
Venice 1670. Specimen viewed: I-Rn, 34.1.G.14.1. 
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exaltation of Spanish monarchy with engraved emblems also of Italy and Flanders as territories 

subject to the crown of Spain12. 

More interesting is a serenata performed in Lucca in 1657 on the occasion of the political 

election of the governors of the city, the magistrati cittadini13. Entitled La Pace, Concerto mu-

sicale, it is a serenata in two sections which alludes directly to the European political situation 

and particularly to the damages and devastation of the current state of war. It refers to Italy and 

to the risks of the war near the Lucchese frontiers. In addition to the celebration of the Lucchese 

republican way of life, the serenata expresses a message of hope for peace14. There are seven 

individual characters, Testo, Discordia, La Francia, La Spagna, La Germania, Lucca, La Pace, 

and some choral ones: Choro di Ninfe, Choro delle Furie, Choro del Popolo, Choro delle Pro-

vince, Choro di Gratie e d’Amori. The character of Testo is always »on stage« because of its 

function as a narrator, describing what happened and introducing dialogues or monologues sung 

by other characters. The chorus has the classical function of underlining affections and com-

menting on the events. Discordia, awakening abruptly, interrupts a peaceful opening situation 

described by Testo through the absence of the misery of the war and delightful string sounds. 

Discordia, in order to take revenge on Peace, promises new suffering, blood and war in the 

world.  

[…] tornar piene di lutto e di dolore 

Le voci liete a rimbombar sul core 

Farò, farò ben tosto. 

E di stragi e di sangue  

fumar le terre e rosseggiar i mari. […]15. 

The remaining first half of the serenata swarms with Furies, Gorgons, Hydra, and monsters 

who afflict the world and its peoples. The language used is really cruel and descriptions portray 

the current state of the troubled Europe during the war in a realistic manner. Indeed, this first 

half of the composition ends in a scene with three characters Francia, Spagna and Germania, 

who lament about the damages of the war. In particular, Francia refers to its pains alluding to 

the fading of the Lily (»[…] altri crede fiorir, ma langue il Giglio […]«) and advocating for the 

bloodthirsty armies to go to fight against the barbaric Orient (»[…] Al barbaro Oriente | volgiam 

l’armi vittrici […]«). Spagna describes itself by alluding to the current regression from a sup-

posed golden age to the brutal iron one (»[…] Né giovan punto a discacciar lontano | […] Tanti 

secoli d’or, l’età del ferro […] «) because such a long period of war is causing the sunset of its 

enormous empire (»[…] Già sì lunga stagion | a provar mi costringe | de la Pace e del Sol doppio 

                                                 
12 Antonio Maria MOLUS, De pace inter hispaniarum et galliarum reges habita panegyrica dictio, Milano 1660. 
Illustrations include three copperplate engravings signed »Bianc«. The folded leaf is a figural poem, spelling out 
the word »pax« in a circle. Specimen viewed: US-MAL, http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA
51145266930001551. 
13 In the Republic of Lucca, the election took place every three years, accompanied each time by three days of 
festival with music. This civic ritual, celebrated particularly between 1633 and 1799, was called »Le tasche«, 
literally »pockets«, referring to the bags from which the names of candidates were drawn. On this musical tradition, 
see: Alfredo BONACCORSI, Spettacoli musicali lucchesi. Le Tasche, Lucca 1953. 
14 [Domenico VANNI], La Pace. Concerto musicale da rappresentarsi nel 2° Giorno della Celebre funzione delle 
Tasche dell’Illustrissima et Eccellentissima Repubblica di Lucca. L’anno M.DC.LVII, Lucca 1657. Exemplar of 
study: I-Rn, 34.9.B.1.18. 
15 [Domenico VANNI], La Pace. Concerto musicale, p. 4–5. 

http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA51145266930001551
http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA51145266930001551
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Occidente? […]«). Germania starts its lamentation in tears for seeing only severed heads and 

unburied bones all over its lands (»[…] Se l’occhio lagrimoso | Volgo mesta d’intorno, ahi, che 

rimiro? | Ove teste recise, ossa insepolte […]«), but also with the portending of a return of 

peacetime. Advocating for Peace, the three characters sing the final aria of the first part together. 

Opening the second part of the serenata, Testo describes the suffering Italian peninsula through 

its storming seas and with the image of the dead and wounded descending the Alps brought by 

the rivers Po and Tanaro. The Choro di Ninfe cries as well over the current situation, remem-

bering an ancient Arcadian joyful life in the Italian lands. The character of Lucca, as an embod-

iment of the most serene Republic, sings the last complaint, declaring its troubles caused by the 

war to its boundaries. An invocation follows, addressed by Lucca to Peace, as a fervent prayer 

echoed by the chorus. Pace is the last individual character to enter in the musical dialogue, 

ensuring its benefit to the city, and promising its return all over Europe. Beyond the strictly 

local political function and with the presence of human embodiments of Discord, Peace, France, 

Spain, Germany, etc., as well as through the richness of figures and themes related to war and 

peace, the serenata overall expresses a great desire for truce, showing an important function of 

the representation of Peace itself16. 

Continuing the Italian journey by examples, the same feeling of yearning for peace expressed 

in vocal music can be highlighted in other Italian cities, becoming particularly strong during 

the last years of the Franco-Spanish war, ideally accompanying the intensified diplomatic pro-

cess. As early as 1658, for example, Naples became the setting for great festivities in honor of 

Peace on the occasion of the birth of Felice Prospero, Prince of Spain. Between 1658 and 1661, 

several printed memoirs appeared, also remembering the important role of music in such a feast. 

Andrea Cirino refers to the complete sequence of celebrations, starting with a Te Deum sung in 

the Royal Cappella, three days and nights of allegrezze with fireworks, masks and allegorical 

carriages of musicians and singers. According to Cirino’s testimony, among the allegories there 

was also a triumph of Peace (»Trionfo della pace«)17. 

Remarkably, the same image was engraved on the antiporta of the libretto for a musical 

drama composed on this occasion. Just entitled Il trionfo della Pace, it was performed by order 

of the Viceroy for the enjoyment of people of Naples. In the engraving, Pace is represented 

crowned with an olive tree, carrying an olive branch in hand and sitting on the highest position 

in a triumphal chariot pulled by Tempo. The latter is portrayed as an old winged man. Other 

allegories bringing olive trees populate the chariot. A winged Fama flies over the scene (see 

fig. 3).  

                                                 
16  For more reference, see the libretto in I-Rn, 34.9.B.1.18. Digitized by google. Permalink: https://books.
google.it/books?id=QsImtXi8kboC&hl=it&pg=PA1#v=onepage&q&f=false  
17 Andrea CIRINO, Feste celebrate in Napoli per la nascita del serenis.mo Prencipe di Spagna nostro signore 
dall’eccellentissimo signor Conte di Castriglio viceré, luogotenente, e capitan generale nel Regno di Napoli, Na-
ples 1659. Regarding festivals of 1658 see also: Ida MAURO, Royal Festivities in mid-seventeenth century Naples: 
The image of the Spanish Habsburg Kings in the works of Italian and Spanish artists, in: Fernando CHECA CRE-

MADES / Laura FERNÁNDEZ-GONZÁLEZ (ed.), Festive culture in the Word of Spanish Habsburgs, Farnham 2015, 
p. 297–315: p. 305–308. 

https://books.google.it/books?id=QsImtXi8kboC&hl=it&pg=PA1#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.it/books?id=QsImtXi8kboC&hl=it&pg=PA1#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Fig. 3: Engraved title page of the libretto from Il trionfo della pace (Naples, 1658) 
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Unfortunately, no musical score survived for the opera, but Peace and its attributes are de-

scribed in the text intended to be sung. In the prologue Apollo and the Nine Muses sing the 

hope for peace using metaphors such as the return of Flora and of the spring and, in particular, 

they sing the pleasure to see the triumphing Pace singing on the Neapolitan stage with a meta-

theatrical play. The central idea of this opera, indeed, lies in the power of Pace to overcome 

Discordia (disagreement). The two latter are respectively supported by two groups of deities 

and personifications. Among machinery listed in the paratext one can also find the flight of 

Peace into the triumphal chariot (»Volo della Pace; dentro il Carro Trionfale«), the same image 

is engraved on the title page18. 

Certainly, the Neapolitan festivals of the 1660, when the treaty had finally been signed, had 

the same great importance and, in spite of the fact that official and musical documents are partly 

lost19, some information survives. Indeed, in 1660 La Sirena festante appeared: a celebratory 

poetic collection that contains the same great profusion of topoi of classical ancestry and again 

among them are Fama with trumpet and laurel and Pace with an olive tree. Referring also to 

the regal wedding feast, the narrative recalls, even in the poetic form, some events that really 

happened on the feast occasioned by the stipulation of peace and, in spite of the non-musical 

destination of this text, it is useful to perceive the richness and variety of the music performed 

in the festive framework. Furthermore, the collection is strongly linked with the Roman context, 

being dedicated to Pope Alexander VII,
 
portrayed as a peacemaker – thus giving us the occasion 

to move to the Papal State20. 

However, before focusing on the figure of Alexander VII, it is noteworthy that one of the 

political figures most celebrated in the Papal state is the cardinal Giulio Mazarino, a well-known 

key figure in the negotiation for the Peace of the Pyrenees. Even before the treaty he had been 

one of the most celebrated diplomats (also outside of the pontifical boundaries) in literature and 

poetry. As a character he is portrayed in the opera Il consiglio degli dei by the poet Antonio 

Abati, composed – and maybe even performed – in the Roman context to celebrate the Peace 

of the Pyrenees and the subsequent wedding and its dedication to Mazarino is dated 15th May 

166021. Neither the Roman libretto nor the musical score seems to have survived, but curiously 

different librettos from Bologna (the second major city in the Papal State) and Venice, respec-

tively dated 1671 and 1673, have been released with the same title and dedication dated 1660. 

In order to celebrate the diplomatic virtues of Mazarino, and taking inspiration from the council 

of deities in the Aeneid by Virgilio, the opera puts on stage a representation of the negotiations 

                                                 
18 Giuseppe CASTALDO, Il trionfo della Pace per le fascie del serenissimo principe delle Spagne dramma musicale 
del dottor Giuseppe Castaldo. All’Eccellentissimo S.D. Garzia de Haro […] .Conte di Castriglio viceré di Napoli, 
Naples 1658–1659. Specimen: US-MAL, http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA51148021390001551. 
19 Few notices on the official celebrations survived in one of the handwritten books of the court Cerimoniale, now 
published in: Attilio ANTONELLI (ed.), Cerimoniale del viceregno spagnolo e austriaco di Napoli 1650–1717, So-
veria Mannelli 2012, p. 120. 
20 [Luc’Antonio ROSSI], La sirena festante. Applauso poetico per la sospirata pace tra le due prime corone dell’uni-
verso, medianti le nozze tra ‘l re christianissimo, e la serenissima infanta del re cattolico. Del padre maestro 
Luc’Antonio Rossi carmelitano di Napoli, Naples 1660. The sole surviving copy is in I-Rn, MISC B 1177.11. 
21 [Antonio ABATI], Il consiglio degli dei. Drama da musica di Antonio Abati. Nella pace fra le due corone e nelle 
nozze fra la maestà christianissima di Luigi decimoterzo [sic] Re di Francia, e la maestà cattolica di Maria Teresa 
Infanta di Spagna. Dedicato all’eminentissimo e reverendissimo Principe il sig.r Cardinal Mazarino, Bologna 
1671. 

http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA51148021390001551
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between French and Spanish diplomats in an allegorical mythological way: the meeting of de-

ities, indeed, doubles the human diplomatic meeting22. 

Even if no information on the actual performance of this opera survived to this day a great 

festival program was organized in Rome on occasion of the treaty. Among the musical compo-

sitions related to this Roman festive climate I could remember, at first, the cantata for three 

voices entitled Il respiro, starting with the words: »Respiriamo, campagne dilette« (We breathe, 

oh delightful countryside). This cantata, by the poet Sebastiano Baldini, survived in the sole 

textual form in a manuscript at the Vatican Library, Chigi, L.V.153, with note-head »Il Respiro. 

Concerto a tre, Spagna, Francia, e Italia in occasione della pace stabilita fra le due corone« 

(»The breath. For three voices, Spain France, and Italy on the occasion of the peace treaty 

signed between the two crowns: France and Spain«) with a direct reference to the Treaty of the 

Pyrenees. The central idea is in the renewed pleasure of time expressed through the metaphor 

of the calm countryside life, and the three voices of the cantata embody the three personifica-

tions of France, Spain and Italy supported by Peace that brings calm and serenity again23. 

To retrace features and chronology of the Roman festival around Peace, the Vera relatione 

delle feste fatte in Roma is really useful. Celebrations started informally on 19th December 1659 

with a Te Deum celebrated by the pope in Santa Maria della Pace. The engraved title page of 

Vera relatione represents personifications of Peace and Religion, the same drawing of the medal 

displayed under the portico of the church of Santa Maria della Pace during the Te Deum ac-

cording to a witness24. 

The church of Santa Maria della Pace had just been restored by papal order with an archi-

tectural and symbolic program for the purpose of creating a temple of Christian Peace on the 

model of the ancient Roman idea of the temple of Janus. The project was one of the first pro-

moted by the pope, starting soon after his election on 1655. One can observe in parallel that 

Vera relatione, in the well-known laudatory speech, underlines that peace had been strongly 

advocated for by the pope, even before his election to the papacy25. According to the Relatione, 

celebrations continued into January with another Te Deum in Santa Maria della Pace, and yet 

others in both the French and Spanish national churches in Rome.  

                                                 
22 For reference, see: Chiara PELLICCIA, Performance musicale e spazi di relazione. Musica e diplomazia in Età 
moderna, in: Stefano ANDRETTA et al. (ed.), Esperienza e diplomazia. Saperi, pratiche culturali e azione diploma-
tica nell'Età moderna (secc. XV–XVIII), Rome 2020, p. 231–242.  
23 V-CVbav, Chigi, L.V.153A, cc. 149-150v. See also, Giorgio MORELLI (ed.), Sebastiano Baldini. Le poesie per 
musica nei codici della Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome 2000, p. 101. 
24 [F. M.],Vera relatione delle feste fatte in Roma per la pubblicazione della Pace stabilita tra le due corone. Con 
le cerimonie fatte, et esatta descrizione del sontuoso apparato della Chiesa di Santa Maria della Pace. Con un 
racconto delle fontioni delle due chiese nazionali [engraving] Foedere iuratae Christi sub amore sorores, Rome 
1660. 
25 See: Antinori ALOISIO, La magnificenza e l’utile. Progetto urbano e monarchia papale nella Roma del Seicento, 
Roma 2008: Part II: Opus Iustitie Pax: La piazza regia di Alessandro VII, 75–102 and infra. 
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Fig. 4: Engraved title page of Vera relatione delle feste fatte in Roma (Rome, 1660),  
I-Rn, MISC. B.1234.2 

On 19th December, a banquet was held with papal assent, offered by the cardinal Antonio 

Barberini to delegates of both France and Spain and to the cardinal nepote Flavio Chigi. 

Instrumental music and cantatas were performed during the banquet. Although with some 

chronological inaccuracy, Nadia Amendola has described Roman festivals for the Peace of the 

Pyrenees thanks to the Vera relatione. Moreover, she has been able to recognise two cantatas 

played on the occasion: I brindesi nell’occasione del lautissimo banchetto, by the poet Giovanni 

Pietro Monesio, and Per la pace tra Spagna, e Francia by the poet Giovanni Lotti26. 

                                                 
26 Nadia AMENDOLA, Celebrations of the Peace of the Pyrenees in Baroque Rome: Two Cantatas of Giovanni 
Pietro Monesio and Giovanni Lotti, in: Marco BRESCIA / Rosana MARRECO BRESCIA (ed.), Actas del III Encuentro 
Iberoamericano de Jóvenes Musicólogos, Lisbon 2016, p. 39–50. 
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Of the two cantatas just mentioned, I brindesi represents the moment of the celebratory toast 

for the regained peace, with French and Spanish political representatives in Rome raising 

glasses during Barberini’s banquet. Peace is described in the typical manner as a woman dressed 

in white with an olive tree. Other refined figures make an appearance next to Peace. In I 

brindesi, the occasion of the toast, of course, provides also the inspiration of many metaphors 

with the natural world: peacetime supports abundance of the harvest and the peaceful concord 

as well as the nuptial agreement of the regal wedding are represented with the image of the vine 

clinging to the elm according to a rural Mediterranean tradition. Furthermore, in both cantatas 

France and Spain are represented, according to the well-known synecdoche, by their rivers 

Senna and Tago, and there are allusions to the regal wedding celebrated in 166027. 

Recently, Teresa Maria Gialdroni has studied a musical manuscript in the Vatican Library, 

the volume Chig.Q.VIII.181, which contains cantata settings by Marco Marazzoli28. According 

to her, it is possible to consider the whole volume as a collection of music for the Peace Treaty 

of the Pyrenees. Indeed, almost all compositions contain the same topoi of the representation 

of Peace like its personification, the olive tree, metaphors to natural elements, the spring with 

allusions to renewed peace. She underlines a general reference to Pope Alexander VII as peace-

maker and highlights that the collection contains the musical setting of the cantata Per la pace 

tra Spagna, e Francia by Giovanni Lotti, just remembered29.  

As Wolfgang Witzenmann has shown, the volume Chig.Q.VIII.181 is the last of a group of 

four volumes of music by Marazzoli preserved by the Vatican Library30. In particular the pres-

ence of a cantata composed on the specific purpose of the Peace of the Pyrenees has more 

recently motivated such a thorough study by Gialdroni. Nevertheless, as I would observe, an-

other volume of musical settings by Marazzoli, exactly the first of the small group identified by 

Witzenmann, shows similar contents and meanings related to the cultural climate around the 

Peace of the Pyrenees and to the Chigi papacy: I am referring to the Chig.Q.VIII.178 with this 

inscription on the front cover: »Cantate diverse Libro primo«. It contains musical settings on 

liturgical texts, madrigals and cantatas by four Roman poets close to the papal environment: 

Sebastiano Baldini, Giovanni Lotti, Lelio Orsini and Luca Antonio Casini. The contents below 

are as follows: 

1. Marian Litanies / for 5 voices, c. 1 

2. Ave Regina Coelorum / for 5 voices, c. 5 

3. In rio fugace / Cantata for 5 voices, c. 8 

4. Era così ripieno / Cantata for 5 voices, c. 16 

5. Su le sponde giaceva / Moral cantata for solo voice, c. 22 

6. Alme destatevi / for 2 soprano voices and instruments, c. 26 

7. Ergi la mente al sole / Cantata for 5 voices, c. 34 

8. Ch'io non vesta le porpore adorate/ Madrigal for 5 voices, c. 44 

9. Mortale, il tempo fugge / Madrigal for 5 voices, c. 47 

                                                 
27 For reference to all motives of the representation of Peace in these cantatas, see: Friedensbilder Themenportal. 
28V-CVbav, Chig. Q.VIII.181. Digitized by the Vatican Library: https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.Q.VIII.181. 
29 Teresa Maria GIALDRONI, Una raccolta di cantate per la pace: il manoscritto Chigi Q.VIII.181 della Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, Fonti Musicali Italiane 22 (2017), p. 33–54. 
30  Wolfgang WITZENMANN, Autographe von Marco Marazzolis in der Biblioteca Vaticana (I), in: Friedrich 
LIPPMANN, (ed.), Studien zur italienisch-deutschen Musikgeschichte VI, Cologne 1969, Analecta Musicologica 7, 
p. 36–86: p. 40. 

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.Q.VIII.181
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10. Ecco l'huomo, ecco Dio / Cantata for 5 voices, c. 49 

11. Se tartarea congiura / Cantate for 4 voices and instruments, c. 56 

12. Se non volete ancor cangiar aspetto/ Cantata for 5 voices and instruments, c. 64 

13. Già la città di Marte / Cantata for 3 voices with instruments, c. 80 

14. Salutate il nuovo Aprile / Cantata for soprano solo voice with instruments, c. 93 

15. Il Maggio / Cantata for 5 voices with violins, c. 100 

16. La Guerra e la Pace / Cantata for 5 voices with instruments, c. 11031. 

The composer Marco Marazzoli was at the service of Pope Chigi from 1654 to 1662, so accord-

ing to Witzenmann the volume would be autographed by the composer himself, dated 1654–

165532. However, as my following analysis may evince, a different dating is more plausible, 

one that is in a chronological context closer to the Peace of the Pyrenees, although it appears 

that the volume Chigi Q.VIII.178 has consistently not been considered a collection for peace. 

Interestingly, all compositions show a strong connection with Pope Alexander VII and his bio-

graphical and political experience in diplomacy as apostolic nunzio and diplomat both before 

and after his election to the papacy. Furthermore, not all cantatas show figures of Peace or hint 

to connections with a specific political treaty. Nevertheless, there are many aspects in cantatas 

referable to the cultural climate just before and soon after the Treaty of the Pyrenees33. 

Two liturgical works open the volume, intended for the Marian veneration: Marian Litanies 

and an Ave Regina coelorum (nn. 1-2), respectively set for 5 and 4 voices. The first of the non-

liturgical works is In rio fugace si discioglie il gelo (n. 3). Starting with the image of the spring 

thaw of a little fleeting river, the description of nature prevails in the cantata and the text insists 

on the return of quietness after the storm and of the spring after the winter. Particularly inter-

esting is a reference to the birth of a new health, a »spirit« that can bring the bliss of peace to 

the world (»[…] Nasce al mondo la salute | di beare in pace il mondo | uno spirito ha virtute 

[…]«) This passage is set for 2 soprano voices and basso continuo (see Mus.ex. 1)34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
31 V-CVbav, Chig. Q.VIII.178. Digitized by the Vatican Library: http://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.Q.VIII.178. 
32 A description of the volume Chigi Q.VIII.178 in: Wolfgang WITZENMANN, Autographe von Marco Marazzolis 
in der Biblioteca Vaticana (II), in: Friedrich LIPPMANN (ed.), Studien zur italienisch-deutschen Musikgeschichte 
VII, Cologne-Vienna 1970, Analecta Musicologica 9, p. 203–294: p. 243–248. 
33 The volume Chigi Q.VIII.178 has more recently been studied for the purpose of a modern edition. See: Douglas 
Edwin WEEKS, Marco Marazzoli's Music for Pope Alexander VII. An Edition with Commentary of Chigi Q VIII 
178, Ph.D. diss. University of Washington, Ann Arbor 1996. Unlike what one would expect, the author did not 
provide any observation on textual content of music and its meanings both related to the pope and to the war/peace 
relationships.  
34 V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, I quote the text from the score, c. 11v. 

http://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.Q.VIII.178
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Mus. ex. 1: V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, c. 11v 

The subsequent cantata Era così ripieno di giganti e mostri il mondo (n. 4) proposes the cruel 

image of an archaic world populated by giants and monsters behind which – as shown in the 

Lucchese serenata – it is possible to read the specter of war. In the current state, in which once 

again the world is suffering because of the cruel sound of weapons and struggles (»[…] Hor 

che di nuovo langue il mondo intero | Ed hor che al suon dell’armi | ogn’eco per lo Ciel guerra 

rimbomba […]«) the cantata celebrates Pope Alexander VII
 
as a new Hercules (Alcide) whose 

hand will restore peace to the world (» […] Spera, un Alcide in Alessandro è nato |[…] perché 

col senno suo, con la sua mano | salvi il mondo da Nembi, e da procelle […]«)35. 

                                                 
35 Ibid., cc. 19–20v. 
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Su le sponde giaceva (n. 5) is a moral cantata, in which an Arcadian shepherd is represented 

on the banks of a river. The image allegedly proposes dualism on both peace/war and salva-

tion/damnation of sin through the opposition between the calm river and the waterfalls. A sub-

sequent group of compositions (nn. 6-10) could be grouped in the category of the musical van-

itas, as I remember, a kind of composition with moral content and edifying purposes, often 

related to the ideas of the futility of worldly happiness and material goods, as well as to the 

fleeting of time and to the vanity of beauty and richness. And as has already been seen in the 

Antigona prologue, the figure of Time is really often present in this kind of composition. It may 

be therefore inferred that the presence of musical vanitas and images of the fleetingness of time 

in the moral context is particularly significant in the volume for the connection with the figure 

of Peace – ideally linking also the music with the figurative dimension36. 

The cantata A Roma (n. 11), set for violins and 4 voices is of some interest. The text focuses 

expressly on the current political situation, with reference to the Franco-Spanish war in the 

North of Italy (citing the region of Insubria and the Po and the Ticino rivers). Furthermore, 

other references regard the plague that afflicted Italy and Rome in 1656. The meaning of the 

cantata is, once again, multiple. On the one hand, the plague, as one of the worst consequences 

of the war, could be read as a typical figure related to the representation of War and Peace. On 

the other hand, a celebratory meaning may be found in the cantata as indeed it portrays the pope 

as provider of health and peace. The figure of the pope is exalted in the middle of the dualism 

of war/plague – peace/health, particularly in the creation of a double refrain (»[…] Viva e regni 

Alessandro avrai la pace […]« [see Mus. ex. 2] and »[…] Viva e regni Alessandro avrai salute 

[…]«), respectively underlining the possibility to have peace and health only thanks to Ales-

sandro’s long life and reign37.  

                                                 
36 Regarding such a relationship of meanings between the figure of Tempo and the moral dimension in music, 
several previous Roman examples may be mentioned, as in the collection by Domenico MAZZOCCHI, Musiche 
sacre e morali a una, due, e tre voci, Rome1640. For references and transcription of texts, see: Sébastien GUILLOT-
GENTON, Musiche sacre, e morali, a una, due, e tre voci di Domenico Mazzocchi, Rome 1640, https://www.aca-
demia.edu/8941471/Musiche_sacre_e_morali_di_Domenico_Mazzocchi_Roma_1640 (03.11.2021), particularly 
pp. 110–112. Some aspects are summarized also in Leopold, »Il tempo tutto frange«, p. 27. For an overview on 
the relationship between the figures of Time and Peace in the visual arts, see the essay by Marius A.T. WITTKE, 
Figurationen der Zeit in Friedensbildern, in the present volume. 
37 See: V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, cc. 56v–64r. The cantata opens with an instrumental sinfonia. Poetic text is 
inferred by the score. Regarding refrain, see also musical example 2. 

https://www.academia.edu/8941471/Musiche_sacre_e_morali_di_Domenico_Mazzocchi_Roma_1640
https://www.academia.edu/8941471/Musiche_sacre_e_morali_di_Domenico_Mazzocchi_Roma_1640
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Mus. ex. 2: V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, c. 56r 
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The further cantata Se non volete ancor cangiar affetto (n. 12) is once again celebratory of 

the pope. It describes the contemporary situation, with governments that refuse to change the 

current state of war into a desirable pacification. The message is that the world needs Fabio’s 

skills (Fabio was the secular name of the pope) and the »chisia stella« – the star in the coat-of-

arms of the Chigi family – will be Mercure (Cillenio, also called Ermes) who will bring the 

message of peace (»[…] La facondia di Fabio il mondo appella | e Cillenio sarà la Chisia stella 

[…]«). Political references are particularly strong towards the end of the cantata, becoming a 

peace message for Europe which is rich in topoi like flowers of Ceres, the kiss between Peace 

and Astrea (»[…] Perché Astrea con la Pace | accordi i baci tra amplessi tenaci […]«), 

Cillenio/Ermes as the carrier of peace, and so on38. 

Clearly, as already seen in other cantatas and in other Italian cities, behind the celebratory 

dress and thanks to the great number of figures related to the description of War and Peace, the 

cantata communicates the deep desire for peace. The same characteristics could be found in the 

subsequent dialogic cantata set for 3 voices with instruments (n. 13). Three characters intervene: 

Poeta (poet), Roma and the Roman river embodiment Tevere. Once again, especially meaning-

ful is the reference to Fabio Chigi, who had just ascended to the papal throne, described as the 

sole person capable of taming the monsters from Averno. This is a likely allusion to the same 

war consequences represented as monsters in the previous cantata in the volume39. 

We come now to the latter three cantatas in the Chigi Q.VIII.178: Salutate il nuovo aprile 

(n. 14), Il Maggio (n. 15) and La Guerra e la Pace (n. 16). The last may be particularly note-

worthy for the direct reference to war and peace. Nevertheless, the previous two also contains 

some remarkable meanings. In Salutate il nuovo aprile one can find a double reference: the first 

is to the new April (»nuovo Aprile«) which is clearly celebratory of the election of the pope 

occurred on 7th April 1655 and the second one is a pervasive reference to the cyclic return of 

spring, a natural metaphor often used to represent the return of peace from war. This second 

meaning is highlighted by the image of happiness restored thanks to the papal election, with 

invocation of God’s glory, faith and peace for Europe. The cantata ends with another image of 

Peace: an image of nature in which the rise of the new star (another allusion to the Chigi star) 

has the power to calm storms and to give a safe haven to the souls40.  

The cantata Il Maggio (May) follows in two senses the April of the previous cantata, so both 

could be easily dated to 1655. In Il Maggio, the North-wind Aquilone does not lead war and 

storms anymore because spring returns with flowers and fruits by Flora and Pomona. The mean-

ing of the cantata, alluding to the quietness and restoration of the peace, seems to prepare the 

context for the last cantata of the volume La Guerra e la Pace (n. 17). 

                                                 
38 V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, cc. 70v–71r. Text quoted from the score. 
39 See the cantata n. 4: Era così ripieno di giganti e mostri il mondo, cc. 16–22. 
40 About the frequency of the natural metaphor, over the examples highlighted here above, I remember, according 
to Gialdroni, the presence of the same topos in the Chigi, Q.VIII.181. Gialdroni, Un manoscritto per la pace. 
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Presenting herself as Bellona, Guerra opens the cantata with an aria exciting warriors to 

restart the struggle (»Tornate, o guerrieri | più fieri in battaglia […]«). The text is characterized 

by references to the Roman ancient history and heroes more than others. Pace answers its en-

emy, starting a dialogic struggle to affirm its virtues of dispelling war and to bring back its 

peaceful olives (»[…] Ho saputo innestar su queste rive | a querce gloriose eterne olive […]«). 

An important aspect is in the final invitation to Bellona to bring in Tracia, struggles and de-

struction (»[…] Vanne dunque, ove dal Trace | Si minaccia a noi la morte | Qui del Tempio oggi 

la Pace | E non Giano apre le porte […]«, see: Mus. ex. 3). The temple of Janus has just been 

closed, and banning the war in Asia, Pace seems to confirm ambition for enduring concord in 

Europe41. 

Mus. ex. 3: V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, cc. 117v-118r 

In my opinion, the cantata La guerra e la pace could have been dedicated to the celebration of 

the new peacetime soon after the Treaty of the Pyrenees, and it highlights the typical feature in 

the Italian culture – as well as in the whole of Christianity – that I have already mentioned with 

the Lucchese serenata: the memory of the war against a common enemy as a possibility (maybe 

the only one?) to keep pax et concordia inside Europe. Meanwhile, after European peace, the 

pope restarted programs of aid to Venice against the increasing Ottoman threat on the Balkans, 

as is clearly expressed in this last cantata42. 

Observing the contents of Chig.Q.VIII.178 in the light of these latter considerations and 

remembering that Marazzoli served Pope Alexander the 7th between 1654 and 1662, I think that 

precisely this time span may correspond to the period of composition of almost all the cantatas 

                                                 
41 See: V-CVbav, Chig.Q.VIII.178, cc. 117v–118r. 
42 A few years later and particularly by the papacy, this theme would be exacerbated and the stronger opposition 
to Ottoman as enemies seems to emerge as the sole possibility of European concord, heading other more serious 
real political issues. All of that is reflected on music. See: Chiara PELLICCIA, Le cantate natalizie per il palazzo 
apostolico fra tradizione musicale e politiche pontificie: uno sguardo ai Topoi della Pace, in: Rudolf RASCH (ed.), 
Musica and Power in the Baroque Era, Turnhout 2018, p. 237–253: p. 239–246. 
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in the volume. Indeed, both cantatas Salutate il nuovo aprile (n. 14) and Il Maggio (n. 15) 

clearly date back to April-May 1655, making a reference to the pope’s election. By contrast, 

references to the Franco-Spanish war and to the plague in the cantata A Roma (n. 11) are helpful 

in setting its date around 1656, the year of the plague epidemic in Rome. Of course, these as-

pects, added to all wishes for an imminent pacification, recall the climate before the Treaty of 

the Pyrenees. Instead La Guerra e la Pace (n. 16) could be dated to 1662, after the Peace of the 

Pyrenees, being probably among the last of Marazzoli’s musical pieces for the pope. In conclu-

sion, the volume Chig.Q.VIII.178 can be well combined with the Chig.Q.VIII.181 as a silloge 

for Peace and it also seems possible to recognize this volume as a sort of musically expressed 

biographical path of the pope, realized with the purpose of affirming his role as a European 

pacifier – in spite of the actual power of the papacy inside the European diplomatic arena. These 

hypotheses emerge thanks simply to the observation of the numerous figures representing 

Peace. Indeed, as I anticipated, several celebratory references to the pope as peacemaker could 

be rooted in his life before the papacy, in his activity as diplomat and apostolic »nunzio« in 

Germany, starting at the conference of Münster (for the peace of Westphalia) up to the prelim-

inary conference for the Peace of the Pyrenees. Through other already mentioned projects re-

lated to peace within the papacy, it is also possible to recognize Chigi’s role for peace in the 

religious field, especially regarding the Jansenist issue. Probably the author of the Vera rela-

tione referred to all these activities by recording the great efforts made by the pope towards 

peace, the same ones that seem to emerge in the cantatas43. 

Souvenirs from the Journey 

In this virtual musical journey in Italy I have chosen some examples, and surely there are other 

equally significant ones I could study. What emerges at the end of our journey? What could be 

observed in the Italian vocal music around the Peace of the Pyrenees? Certainly, a rich identi-

fied »vocabulary« of figures used to describe and to represent Peace, derived from several cul-

tural origins. Overall, from Greek-Roman classicism to the biblical tradition, the importance of 

figures and descriptions related to Peace emerges to highlight the celebratory dimension and 

even more as a part of the same peacemaking process: the idea of peace expressed in music had 

a really important role both in communicating and celebrating treaties of peace and in »prepar-

ing« them – one could say »in performing peace«. Indeed, the widespread presence of figures 

of Peace helps to underline that one of the most important functions of topoi in Italian music 

and music-poetry was to communicate the expectation of peace in periods of war before cele-

brating the regained peacetime. The analysis of the vocabulary of peace permits us to focus on 

peace and looking around for peace, realizing also a performative perspective which is espe-

cially useful in highlighting the process of peacemaking through musical investigation. 

 

 

                                                 
43 For biographical reference about Alexander VII see: Mario ROSA / Tomaso MONTANARI, Alessandro VII, in 
Enciclopedia dei Papi, 2000: URL: < http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/alessandro-vii_%28Enciclopedia-dei-
Papi%29/ > (03.11.2021). 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/alessandro-vii_%28Enciclopedia-dei-Papi%29/
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/alessandro-vii_%28Enciclopedia-dei-Papi%29/
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